


Introduction of the book:

Life is so funny at times you somehow have to overcome and 

leave what happened in the past stays in the past. You can 

fool your enemies who wanted you dead but deep truth 

reality you’re alive and want to begin a new life. Well-being 

said I’m happy to be on this journey to writing another book 

novel thank you so much and I love all of my readers.  

Janessa J Jordan-Rowell
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Chapter one: Faking Death

It’s funny how people be out to kill you without you 

even knowing it. Jeamella knew who was following 

her and what they were following her for she being 

to find out that they hated her so much and wanted 

her dead so she faked her death the reason she faked 

her death was to start her a knew life without the 

past people she knew like family members, friends, 

coworkers, and also school friends. When faking your 

death you have to leave a lot behind you these are 

some real facts to why some people fake they death. 



They want to know who really is going to come to the 

funeral. Some people fake they death to escape they 

don’t want to be bothered anymore plus it could be 

huge debts that they had to pay so with getting out of 

paying the debts they fake they death. When faking 

your death you have to change your identity that 

means to get a new birth certificate, social security 

card, and identification card with a new first and 

last name on it. The best ways to fake a death is to 

call authorities pretend to be someone else and tell 

them the murder was done now the best ways to fake 

a death is drowning in a bath tub or swimming pool 

beach ocean, car crash, boat crash, plane crash. 

When that happens indication that you met foul 

play and your body has been concealed or destroyed 

leave the area and start your new life disappear and 

become missing. 



Chapter two: The New Beginning

She was on her journey to new begging and had 

everything planned out. The new begging started 

everything was gained for better in this new 

beginning jeamella was much happier she started a 

new life and met a wonderful mature gentlemen that 

was very loving man that loved her so deep and took 

care of her. Jeamella and her soul mate got engaged 

it was a very long engagement because she didn’t trust 

marriage she wanted to have children but not right 

away so she waited and good things come to those 



who wait. It was such an awesome new beginning 

there was no drama no what so ever in this new 

beginning nothing was taking from her she didn’t 

have to worry about nobody coming after her new 

life and what belonged to her a new life had to be 

her next step to happiness because in her past life 

there was a lot of things going on and she wanted to 

get away from that and leave it all behind no more 

problems it was an new beginning for better life.



Chapter three: Secrets 

The secrets is that a lot of things was built on lies 

some people believe in lies and some people don’t 

secrets was supposed to be kept. The secrets to a whole 

new world life when you know all about the lies 

and secrets the mystery of this new life was to begin 

to achieve what needed to be achieve a solution a 

marriage promise to yourself to get away and run 

away from the past. Get away as soon as possible 

because the past people was jealous of the success you 

had or have yes start the secret identity to a new life 



revealed secrets jeamella had all the secrets inside 

her everything was confidential her best kept secrets 

was she faked her death and started a new life 

elsewhere. Where nobody really knew her which was 

good the best secret move she had ever made she was 

very smart and intelligent by doing that.



Chapter four: Eternal Life

Everlasting life to writing books and having designs 

named after you that’s everlasting that means even 

when your actually dead for real you will be here 

forever but in marketing products that some people 

would buy if there interested. Eternal full life after 

death but in a sense to an new life it’s never going to 

come to an end your life is endless forever and ever 

jeamella will be here forever. Eternal here now 

always continuing through eternity life in a natural 

sense from decades to decades you’re here no matter 



how many years that have passed the life will still 

be in existence it’s like an death by physical trauma 

life extension. Jeamella path promise was complete 

cryonics holds out hope that the dead can revived in 

the future is there any belief in an afterlife yes it is 

a state of life that allows a person to avoid death and 

maintain conscious thought. This is the truth of 

unending existence of a person from physical source 

other than organic life.



Chapter five: Newness

Jeamella wanted nothing but newness in her new 

beginning of life nothing old just newness of 

everything whatever was unwanted has been buried 

new story of newness life arising pure and newly 

made no oldness was accepted in the becoming life of 

jeamella. She was preparing for something else it is 

good timing for a change old stuff was lost and lefted 

behind she was extremely happy to be involved with 

her property things and stuff belonged to her  she 

was in a form of newness each days of three hundred 



and sixty five days in this life. The new ness was 

owned jeamella owned her new begging the old her 

was dead it was an painful ending of oldness but it 

was all for the good to benefit her to make her new 

again this was an makeover of a new life cleaver and 

smart the beauty facing a tremendous newness life 

beginning she was ready for it. There was a lot of 

support positive thinking she was about newness 

dedication personal success in this new life she 

wanted a better future which she created for herself 

freshness renewal newness settled.



Chapter six: Going Forward

Moving toward goals that was a path that was 

prepared for you some people get upset and mad 

when it’s time to go forward but going forward is the 

only way to get where you want to be or where you 

would like to be. When going forward is your choice 

that was chosen new and apparently convenient way 

to indicate that you wanted to progress in time from 

the present this was jeamella’s movement to her 

future. When going forward take your time and 

everything will fall into place we have nothing but 



time. But don’t waste it on bullshit the beginning of 

new was planned out previously jeamella was very 

advance in moving this next step she was getting 

ahead she was ahead of her time it was like she 

lived the life and died and came back alive to live 

again she did. It was a big breakthrough for her 

moving on to the hills of a new life there is no 

turning back.



Chapter seven: Becoming Free

The loss of an old life becoming free into new life 

beginnings she finally freed herself she didn’t want 

to deal with it anymore the past relationships 

jeamella had to free herself from the pain it was time 

for her to regain her confidence by becoming free. 

The recovery from harm.hurt,and danger jeamella 

new life was becoming of her from the lower to 

higher that was a good process of change that became 

her completely becoming free was enhancing for her 

she needed to become free and leave the things that 



happened in the past go it was all so seemly right the 

direction fitted her and it was suitable the nature of 

being free takes place of new life so much better and 

becoming chosen freedom for jeamella enjoying those 

personal rights of liberty she had setted out for 

herself the release of being drama and stress free not 

dealing with dishonest people clear free jeamella was 

set free.



Chapter eight: New Adventure

Onto new adventures of life it was such a super 

natural adventure to this life gains and knowledge 

recreations. Jeamella’s unusual exciting to experience 

the new life beginnings it was like a major swift 

change wild but exciting she didn’t know what was 

going to be the outcome to a new adventure she took a 

loss to an old life past that was in danger and onto 

an adventure enterprise new beginning it was her 

happiness adventure to risk taking a chance she was 

not in danger anymore. It was all new business 



venture and love affair beautiful tourism but life is 

either a daring adventure or nothing it was her 

choice to take this risk no matter what in life there 

will always be a new journey adventure.



Chapter nine: Challenges

There was all new challenges to face in this new 

beginning of life new things new activities new fights 

and competition. In the past life it was challenges in 

completion with competing with each other for the 

same thing but it still will be delivered as the same 

outcome it’s like all people are the same but we all 

went through challenges just to show they are 

different it’s all a test in life rather old or new life 

beginnings you just had to be that one to have the 

most abilities to struggle and confront those 



challenges that you had or have to face the contest 

that you have to win. Jeamella felt that she was not 

challenging anyone or competing with them she was 

just being her lovely self but in her past life people 

was in competition with her without her even 

knowing she was getting picked on to she finally seen 

and realized that deep down inside sometimes people 

just be wanting to be you. In this new life beginning 

there was really no challenges it was just for her to 

move on to better jeamella didn’t have to put up a 

fight anymore and she definitely didn’t have to 

struggle it was new life, new beliefs, new 

destinty,new orders, new rules. She had to be ready if 

a challenge came her way the offer had to be 

accepted by her the present new challenge was on.



Chapter ten: Overcome

Jeamella overcame those pastence episodes of life she 

was over it all it’s crazy how you been through it all 

and had to overcome the past conflicts of life and 

start another new life she made all those who hurt 

her in the past grief to make them feel how she felt 

jeamella had to get better she conquered her mission 

and overcame the enemies that was after her for some 

reason to kill her that’s why she faked her death she 

had them believe a myth that she was really dead 



when she really started an new beginning of a new 

life it was so devastating but she had to overcome it.



Chapter eleven: Start over

It was time for jeamella to start over. Start over for a 

beginning of a new life starting over was not that 

hard for her the beginning view to a new life journey 

everything happen to quick she had to spring forth 

from the past. The past was a problem that was 

actually hunting her she let everything go but it was 

hunting her down so for it not to bother her anymore 

she pronounced herself dead as not to exist anymore 

to people who wanted her that way. It was then time 

to start over and begin a new life again without those 



who she knew because those was the ones who hated 

the most there was no mistakes made in this new 

beginning of life nothing but happiness that she 

wanted. Jeamella started her new journey and 

walked in brand new shoes disengad from the old to 

the new she could not believe that she did that but 

she had to and if you want to start new you have to 

distance yourself from the people that does not mean 

you any good starting over was the best decision to 

make to escape all of the fake ones who you think 

before you but deeply be against you she made a 

personal commitment ti herself to start over in her 

relationship,health,finance her whole complete life 

had to begin new and change.





Chapter twelve: Growth

Jeamella have grown a lot of growth by beginning 

this new healthy life of maturity more higher to an 

complex level a living organism she has grown from 

the past to new growth beginnings of new life it was 

so amazing how this life was develop she was shown 

signs to this intelligent new life. Jeamella grew over 

the years after faking her death it build her up more 

for self-growth to be by herself and take care of 

herself she was happy that she didn’t have to deal 

with the phonies anymore everything becomes fake 



when your around and dealing with fake people so 

she grown and overcame what happened in the past 

and took it as an lesson and she had grown from 

that. Supernatural growth to a happy new life in the 

making she finally made her escape and succeeded 

by doing it by saving herself and the kind of life 

that she wanted to live there is no perfect life for 

anyone to live but she wanted to be happy and in 

the past life she felt like no one wanted to see her 

happy they all was jealous and wanted to see her 

down and out jeamella was so tired of the things 

being taking away from her plus other people 

wanting what she had it’s just ridiculous how others 

don’t want to see you happy but jeamella had grown 

from all of the things that happened to her from her 

past. Growth of transformation a new creation of life 

when everything becomes new, new life, new 

beginnings, new year’s, new resolutions, all full of 

personal growth. 



Chapter thirteen: New Environment

The atmosphere was all new she had to be in a new 

environment with unfamiliar faces she did not want 

to see those faces ever again. New influences of water, 

air, sun, and sky, new factors to new life jeamella 

had to surround herself with cultural positive forces 

with no hatred she discovered all new living things 

in this new life her mental health state was more at 

peace she did not have to worry about fighting 

anymore all the hell was over away from the 

negative influences into positive influences jeamella  



was surrounded by new houses, gardens ,towns, 

shops, hills, rivers, and oceans cleaner new 

environment she was in a safe place with food and 

water her physical around new human beings this 

was an natural surroundings of new life that she 

had created a new environment land.



Chapter fourteen: Human Existence

The beginning to new life humanity jeamella was 

considered dead but her life was still in existence 

she begin to think new thought and have new 

feelings she was living a good life it was like 

jeamella was an invisible GOD her spirit in a sense 

was with others she was an evolution of humans 

ancestors from a western world. Jeamella’s human 

existence was still currently on earth but no one ever 

knew she was still alive they all thought she was 

dead but she was still living her life in another 



modern urban world her new journey had to begin. 

It’s really crazy that some people did not recognize 

the mysteries of human existence and reality to an 

new life beginnings the truth and basic knowledge to 

what was the value importance in life jeamella had 

to examine the relationships between humanity and 

nature between the individual’s and society. In 

human existence some people was already here before 

they were born and there is also life after death the 

new life beginnings of a personal outlook on life.



Chapter fifthteen: Resembling

Being that jeamella faked her death and begin her 

new life beginnings she still had people who had 

resembled her and look like her so you could not 

really tell if the real her jeamella was living. They 

all resembled her but they did not go through what 

she been through in her pastence life the ones who 

resembled her was not really on her level. Jeamella 

knew about a lot of stuff and things she did not want 

those who resembled her to go through the same 

thing so she had a gift to show them things from a 



far distance warning them and protecting them from 

the enemies the fakes a resembled image is a look 

alike not the real person or things it was a lot of 

similar and everybody had to go through the same 

thing it happens a lot in life when people compare 

you to others.



Chapter sixteen: self-sufficiency

Jeamella needed that self-sufficiency to her new life 

beginnings she had to vent and take time out for 

herself to sort things out it was all about her survival 

and what she wanted in this new life whatever made 

her happy all she wanted was to keep the things 

that’s belonged to herself she had to learn to keep 

things to herself no movement in groups she had to 

move by herself because jeamella learned that she 

could not trust anyone her new world grew 

everything lost was renewable. Jeamella had that 



indecency that she always dreamed of having 

providing for herself personal collective autonomy 

living by her own rules and laws.



Chapter seventeen: Helplessness

Before the new life begin a lot of things happened in 

jeamellas past life it was like the whole world was 

turning against her she was lacking her strength and 

power she lost everything and everyone around her 

because someone wanted to be her it was like they all 

was out to steal rob and kill her because of who she 

was and what she stood for the people who knew her 

weakness and knew things about her they used it 

against her because they wanted to be in her shoes 

jeamella started to feel sad when all this stuff was 



revealed to her in the past life she was being 

controlled and wanted to break away from that there 

was lacking of support she been through hell in the 

jungle and they just laughed at her when they found 

out things went sour for her. Jeamella had to learn 

helplessness some people will leave you depressed 

used and abused the people who she thought was for 

her was setting her up to fail taking advantage of 

past life weaken lefted for dead in helplessness.



Chapter eighteen: Cycle

Cycle change to new life yes it begins now jeamellas 

cycle of birth, growth, and death there is a recurring 

period of life and death but in a sense to live a long 

period of time system process of change to a new life 

beginning jeamella lived for decades of years she 

actually never died.



Chapter nineteen: False Impressions

The fake past history of lies being lied to unfaithful 

past everyone was disloyal to jeamella some people 

agreed with the foes instead of learning and knowing 

the real true facts to what happened to jeamella but 

there’s one thing to always remember the enemies 

who put bad things out about jeamella it was false 

impressions they express an opinion judgement that 

was false and untrue conspiracy to the ones who 

thought or think that they knew jeamella that’s why 



she faked her death and paid them back with false 

impressions.



Chapter twenty: New

New life beginnings starts now past dead and buried 

there’s no looking back jeamella promised herself 

that she would never look back.



        The end


